About the Product: **Control-M** simplifies workflow orchestration, making it easy to define, schedule, manage and monitor application workflows, ensuring visibility and reliability, and improving SLAs.

Control-M's fully automated and event-driven workflows proactively prevent potential failures, delivering digital services on time, every time.

**About the Training Target Group Responsibilities** –
- **Scheduler** - Defines/Manages Jobs, SMART Folders, and Calendars
- **Administrator** - Installs and Configures Control-M Solution
- **Consultant** - Designs Control-M Solution
- **Operator** - Monitor batch jobs, resolves issues with batch jobs

**Recommended for:** Operators, Schedulers, Administrators, Consultants

**Applicable Versions:** 9.0, 9.0.18, 9.0.19
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About the Training Target Group Responsibilities –
- **Scheduler** - Defines/Manages Jobs, SMART Folders, and Calendars
- **Administrator** - Installs and Configures Control-M Solution
- **Consultant** - Designs Control-M Solution
- **Operator** - Monitor batch jobs, resolves issues with batch jobs
- **Developer** - Defines application workflows using Job-as-Code approach

Recommended for: Developers, Operators, Schedulers, Administrators, Consultants

Applicable Versions: 9.0, 9.0.18, 9.0.19